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Welcome to real eye zing art
tattoo school
Located in beautiful and historic downtown St Helens, Oregon, Real Eye Zing Art was founded in September of
2019. This newer addition to the area brings the opportunity of safe and reputable tattooing to a more rural
community.
With a consistent 5 star rating on Google and Facebook, Real Eye Zing Art has quickly become a popular
destination for locals and tourists. This 1,300sq ft facility utilizes state of the art equipment and showcases 3
large private procedure rooms.
Owner and operator Dana Lathrope spent 10 years of her life working as a Registered Nurse before devoting
her life to her artistic passions. She brings her healthcare experience and high cleanliness standards forward,
and combines them with her love for the community she serves.
Real Eye Zing Art aims to elevate the local tattoo industry by offering a high quality education experience.
Students who graduate from this program will be ready to launch their career and have the tools to make
it successful. We combine hands-on apprentice style environments with expansive theory coursework.
Students will be tested on their knowledge and artistic ability throughout the program.
Students will have access to all of the information and certifications they require in order to apply for the
Oregon State License for Body Art Practitioner- Tattoo Artist, including in-house First Aid and CPR training.
Updated Mar 2022
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Tattoo School
Coursework Outline
1.

Introduction - 10 hours

2.

History of Tattooing - 10 hours

3.

Rules and Regulations - 20 hours

4.

Business - 40 hours

5.

Safety/Infection Control - 40 hours

6. Client Services - 20 hours
7.

Machines - 20 hours

8. Needles - 20 hours
9. Equipment and Supplies - 20 hours
10. Skin - 20 hours
11.

Bacteriology - 10 hours

12. Pigments and Color Theory - 10 hours
13. Tattoo Styles, Designs, and Placement - 10 hours
14. Discretionary hours - 10 hours
Total Theory Hours: 260 hours
Practice Tattoos: 50
Total Practical Hours: 150 hours
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tattoo school
Calendar
Real Eye Zing Art Tattoo School is open Tuesday – Saturday from 11 am to 7 pm.
We are closed on the following dates:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Winter Break: December 18 -January 5, 2021
Birthday of Martin Luther King, Jr. January 17, 2022
Washington’s Birthday February 21, 2022
Memorial Day May 30, 2022
Summer Break: May 30 - June 16, 2022
Independence Day July 4, 2022
Labor Day September 5, 2022
Columbus Day October 10, 2022
Veterans Day November 11, 2022
Thanksgiving Day November 24, 2022
Winter Break: December 19 -January 6, 2022
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Tattoo school
School Supply List Addendum
While enrolled at Real Eye Zing Art, students will have access to all supplies required to complete their
Practice Tattoos at no additional cost to the student. Tattoo supplies are NOT to leave the facility at any time.
If the student prefers to obtain supplies not provided by the school, they may do so at their own cost and
responsibility. Supplies purchased by the student privately are not guaranteed by the school, and Real Eye
Zing Art holds no responsibility for lost or damaged items.
See Recommended Supply List below for recommended items that the student may wish to purchase prior
to or upon completion of the program to support themselves as a licensed tattoo artist.
During School
Tattoo Machines• Rotary: $200-$1,400
• Coil Liner: $250-$600
• Coil Shader: $250-$600

Post Graduation:
• Client Chair- $190-$500
• Artist Chair- $100-$400
• Tattoo station- $140-$450
• Arm Rest- $160-$350
• Lamp- $160-$270

Power supply• Power supply- $115-$500
• Cords- $15-$70
• Foot Pedal- $10-$40

Thermafax• Travel- $160
• Stationary- $850-$1,000

Inks• Standard lining black- $8-$26
• Basic Color Set- $107-$223

•
•
•
•
•

Needles and Tubes• Disposable Tubes-$20-$40/box: 20 count
• Metal Tubes-$27
*For ALL tubes: Will require one box per each
size needle used

Gloves- $220-$250 per case
Aprons- $50-$130
High Level Disinfectant- $15-$35
Client aftercare- $20-$50
Ink caps- $14

Autoclave• Sterilizer- $795-$3,200
• Bags- $20-$58

Needles- $18-$33
Estimated 4 different sized liners and 4 different
sized shaders to start

•
•
•
•
•
•

Needle Cartridges- $14-$40
Estimated 4 different sized liners and 4 different
sized shaders to start

Tattoo Lubricant- $14-$20
Green soap- $10-$20
Squirt Bottles- $11 x3
Dental bibs- $27
Paper towels- $40
Plastic Wrap- $28

Stencil and application equipment• Liquid- $12
• Paper- $40
• Carrier- $15

Drawing devices• Apple IPad Pro with pencil- $700-$1,400
• Drawing Paper- $5-$9
• Drawing Pencil Pack- $5-$8
• Prismacolor color pencil set- $40-$120
Other items• Machine covers- $10
• Cord covers- $9
• Grommets- $5
• Rubber bands- $4

• Printer- $80-$150
• Printer Paper- $20-$40
• Sterile water- $1-$3 per gallon
Pricing 10/2021 taken from the following Websites:
• Coalition Tattoo Supply, Nuclear Tattoo Supply,
World Wide Tattoo, Painful Pleasures, Apple
• Costco, Michaels
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tattoo school policies

Admissions Standards:
To be considered for admission:
• You must be at least 18 years old, and possess a high school diploma or G.E.D.
• You must complete our admission application form.
• You must provide a Photo ID in the form of Oregon Driver’s License or ID Card, Passport or Government
issued ID, as well as a copy of your diploma or G.E.D.
• You must provide 10 drawings or paintings you have completed, printed or copied on 8 1/2 by 11 paper
(regardless of the original artwork’s size). [These will not be returned.] We also like to see your online
portfolio, but this is not absolutely necessary.
• You must provide two letters of reference, one personal and one professional. Please choose someone
other than family.
• You must include a non-refundable application fee of $50, paid by money order or cashier’s check.
Once all materials and an application have been received, an appointment will be scheduled for an
interview. The admissions interview is to evaluate interpersonal skills to be a successful tattoo artist, help
determine the most appropriate program schedule, and to identify any potential barriers to success
as a student. Candidates will be considered after a successful admissions interview. Applicants will be
notified 7-10 business days after the conclusion of the interview with a letter of acceptance that has
response instructions. At this time the school and successful candidates will arrange a time to meet to sign
documents, when these documents have been signed and tuition deposit received, a student is officially
enrolled at Real Eye Zing Art LLC Tattoo Artist Program.
If applicants are denied for any reason, they may reapply after a 30 day period, there is no limit to how many
times an applicant can apply.
Admission to the program is granted by the Director. Real Eye Zing Art LLC does not discriminate on the basis
of age, race, color, religion, ethnicity, sexual orientation, gender, or disability.
Credit for previous training:
Due to the structure of the curriculum no credit can be given for prior training/education.
Enrollment and entrance dates:
Enrollment is based on available openings. Limit to 2 enrolled students at any time. Due to the nature
of the program and options for flexible enrollment, students may enroll at different times during the year.
Attendance:
Students are required to attend the facility in accordance with the contracted hours as identified on the
student enrollment agreement. Students are expected to attend from the date of enrollment through
graduation in accordance with the program requirements and the enrollment agreement.
Enrollment:
Once a student is admitted, enrollment is on a first-come, first-served basis. Guaranteed by submitting a
signed enrollment agreement along with a $150 registration fee, tuition deposit of $2,000, and the following
documents:
• Proof of HBV Vaccine or Signed Declination
• Official transcripts;
		
- High School, or
		
- GED and transcript of High School/ College courses taken
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Enrollment will continue until classes are full. Students who are accepted for enrollment after a course is full
will be placed on a waiting list and will be given preferential listing for subsequent sessions. The Director will
consider enrollment on an individual basis.
Payment Options:
Real Eye Zing Art LLC offers several payment options, including monthly payments of $2,000. A minimum of
$2,000 of the tuition is required prior to starting the program. We accept Cash, Check, Money Order, and
Cashier’s check. Upon completion of the Theory portion and prior to the practicum portion of the course,
the remaining tuition is due in full or a student will not be able to continue until payment has been made.
Complete payment options are outlined in the enrollment agreement that students receive once they have
been accepted to the program. It is the students responsibility to follow up on potential funding sources.
Scholarships:
Real Eye Zing Art, LLC does not offer an in house scholarship at this time.
Academic Standards and Grading:
You will demonstrate your competencies by a variety of methods. There will be testing, written assignments,
drawing assignments, demonstration/simulation under direct observation using an objective scoring guide
and discussions.
Course sections are graded as a Pass/Fail. The requirements for a passing grade are clearly identified in
each course’s lesson plan. There are no remedial courses in the curriculum. Students who withdraw from a
course receive a “W” on their transcripts, along with their grade/status at the time of withdrawal. If a student
fails a class, takes it again, and passes, both grades will appear on the students transcripts.
Progress:
Students shall receive progress checklists that will include all coursework. The progress report will include,
but it is not limited to, information regarding the students academic performance, attendance, conduct,
progress towards completing course and program requirements, and, if applicable, a performance
improvement plan. After reviewing the progress checklist, the student and the instructor will both sign it. The
student will keep the original and a copy will be placed in the students file. With a request to the office, and a
48 hour notice, students may receive this information at any time during the course of the program.
If a student’s progress report shows that the student is not making satisfactory progress in any of the
reported areas, the student will be placed on probation until the academic director works with the student to
develop a performance improvement plan. The purpose of the performance improvement plan is to identify
for the student those actions they must take in order to bring their performance up to the minimum level
necessary to achieve satisfactory progress either by the end of the students probationary period or before
graduation. The plan will be signed by both the student and the academic director.
At the end of the probationary period of 30 days from the start of the action plan, the academic director
will review the student’s most recent progress report, the student’s performance improvement plan, and
consult with the student’s instructors. Students who have complied with the conditions of their respective
performance improvement plans and show that their progress is now satisfactory will exit from probationary
status and resume regular status.
A student’s failure to achieve satisfactory progress or comply with his or her progress improvement plan by
the end of the student’s probationary period may be grounds for termination of the student’s enrollment.
If the academic director, after reviewing the student’s most recent action plan and progress report,
determines that the student has made a good faith effort towards complying with their performance
improvement plan, is showing improvement in their performance, and can achieve satisfactory performance
prior to graduation, the student’s probationary period may be extended or until the student has completed
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85% of the program, whichever occurs first. However, if the academic director determines that the student
has not made a good faith effort to comply with their performance improvement plan, is not showing
improvement in their performance, or cannot achieve satisfactory progress prior to graduation, the student’s
enrollment will be terminated.
Oregon Licensing Requirements:
The Oregon Board of Body Modification requires the following coursework in order for candidates to sit for
exams:
• 210 hours of Theory, including anatomy, pathology, equipment and supplies, safety and sanitation.
• 150 hours of practical, including technique, ethics, communication, professional development, and
supervised clinical experience.
Certification:
The graduate is awarded a Certificate in Body Art Practitioner- Tattoo Artist upon completion of the 370 hour
Body Art Practitioner program. The requirements for the certification for courses include:
• Fulfilling attendance
• Class requirements
• Receiving passing grades in all courses
• Recommendations from all instructors
• Meeting all financial obligations
Students who do not graduate may still receive copies of their transcripts, which record courses taken,
number of hours in each course, and grades.
Make-up work:
Students are required to make up missing assignments due to tardiness, absence, and failure to complete
on time. The time frame for completing the missing assignment will be determined by the school Instructor.
A “ No Pass” grade will be given to each missing assignment until the assignment is made up, on time in
accordance with the given make-up time frame.
Tardiness/Absence:
Tardiness is an unprofessional behavior. Students must call the school prior to the start of class if they will be
arriving late. Absence or late arrival must be pre approved by the school director.
Tardiness is considered arriving 30 min after the school has opened for the day, or by 11:30am on regularly
scheduled days, without prior approval from the director.
If a student is marked tardy 3 times, they will be counted as having one absence and they will receive
a written warning. A total of 3 unexcused absences will warrant a suspension notice. Any subsequent
suspension notices may warrant withdrawal from the program. Unapproved absence for a consecutive 2
week period is considered an automatic withdrawal from the program. .
Satisfactory progress standards:
Real Eye Zing Art LLC has progress standards as follows:
1. Section One, Introduction - 10 hours:
Must complete to advance:
- Review all documents
- Perform cleaning activities as directed (per checklist) *Adequately
- Quiz: Intro To Tattoo School
- Report: Why I Want to be a Tattoo Artist
- Art: Full color Flash (3+ designs)
• Your choice, express yourself
2.

Section Two, History of Tattooing - 10 hours:
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Must complete to advance:
- Review all documents:
-Quiz: history of tattooing
- Report: Containing elements from all included section topics
- Art: full color flash (3+ designs) Tribal
3.

Section Three, Rules and Regulations - 20 hours:
Must complete to advance:
- Review all documents
- Quiz: rules and regulations
- Report: walk through on how to obtain a tattooing licence in the state of Oregon
- Art: Full color Flash (3+ designs) related to Law and Justice

4.

Section Four, Business - 40 hours:
Must complete to advance:
- Review all documents
- Quiz: Business
- Report: 5 year goal and plan of action
- Art: full color flash (3+ designs) Logo

5.

Section Five, Safety/Infection Control - 40 hours:
Must complete to advance:
- Review all documents:
- Quiz: safety/infection control
- Report: disinfectants; types, uses, and dry times
- Handwashing check off
- Set-up/ breakdown of station
- Art: Full color Flash (3+ designs) Safety Signs

6. Section Six, Client Services - 20 hours:
Must complete to advance:
- Review all documents
- Complete client paperwork
- Create/apply tattoo stencil
- Quiz: Client services
- Report: Create your own aftercare instructions; give verbally and in written form
- Art: Full color Flash (3+ designs) YOUR CHOICE
7.

Section Seven, Machines - 20 hours:
Must complete to advance:
- Review all documents:
- Quiz: Machines
- Report: Compare the differences between coil and rotary machines
- Art: Full color Flash (3+ designs) Tattoo Machines

8. Section Eight, Needles - 20 hours:
Must complete to advance:
- Review all documents:
- Quiz: needles
- Report: utilizing this section’s art assignment, describe which needles you would use to complete the
tattoo.
- Art: design one large tattoo of your choice
9. Section Nine, Equipment and Supplies - 20 hours:
Must complete to advance:
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- Review all documents
– Quiz: Equipment and Supplies
– Report: Describe what supplies would be required for starting out as a new tattoo artist
– Art: Full color flash (3+ Designs) - Items in a tattoo shop with an artistic twist.
10. Section Ten, Skin - 20 hours:
Must complete to advance:
- Review all documents
- Quiz: skin
- Report: describe a blowout; what is it, what causes it, and how to avoid it.
- Art: full page 8x11inch, full color image, anatomy of skin, with labeled parts
- Practice tattoo: straight and curved lines, different line widths
11.

Section Eleven, Bacteriology - 10 hours:
Must complete to advance:
- Review all documents
- Quiz: bacteriology
- Report: how are spores formed and how do we kill them?
- Art: full color Flash (3+ designs) bacteria
- Practice tattoos: Shading

12. Section Twelve, Pigments and Color Theory - 10 hours:
Must complete to advance:
- Review all documents- Quiz: pigments and color theory
- Report: explain considerations you would take when tattooing color on different skin tones.
- Art: create painting of your choice, acrylic on canvas, min 8”x10”
- Practice tattoo: full color piece
13. Section Thirteen, Tattoo styles, designs, & Placement - 10 hours:
Must complete to advance:
- Review all documents
- Quiz: tattoo styles, designs, and placement
- Report: identify 3 standard rules regarding tattoo placement
- Art: full color Flash (3+ designs) American Traditional
- Practice tattoo: stipple shade with bold linework
14. Section Fourteen, Discretionary Hours - 10 hours:
– Hours to be utilized as required by the student and/or directed by the instructor to best facilitate the
student’s learning requirements.
Students may begin tattoo procedures on clients following completion of section 1-14, passing all exams/
quizzes with a 78% or higher, and obtaining CPR/First Aid and Bloodborne pathogen training certificates.
Students may retake each exam one time before accepting the final grade earned.
If a student is unable to pass an exam on a second try, they must restart that section of the program.
Tattoo procedures must be completed in the presence of licenced instructors.
Paperwork to be completed for each procedure includes:
• Client acknowledgement and copy of VALID ID
• Tattoo tracking/evaluation form
• COVID tracking form (while applicable)
• Each section contains:
• Reading material and/or research request
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•
•
•
•

Quiz they must pass with a 78% or higher
Written report
Art assignment
Practice tattoos starting in section 9 and beyond, to be completed on fruit, squash, or practice skin.

Methods and frequency of reporting progress:
See checklist below for frequency of reporting progress:
Evaluation sessions with students and instructor will take place at the end of each section.
Safe, Healthy Environment:
Real Eye Zing Art LLC abides by all current COVID-19 Rules and regulations.
• All artists get a temperature check before starting work for the day.
• Floors, all surfaces, water machine, coffee maker, fridge, microwave, Thermofax, printer, all pens, all
clipboards, all tables/desks, all chairs/seating, all door handles, all doorways, hand sanitizer bottles,
soap bottles, toilets, paper towel dispensers, and anything that comes into contact with the public is
thoroughly sanitized before opening each day.
• Clients are asked pre-screening questions before entering the building
• After entering the building, clients use hand sanitizer, get their temperature taken, and then wash their
hands with hot soapy water.
• Clients then fill out a pre-covid screening questionnaire that is saved for 90 days.
• During the procedure artists wear a new mask, and a new smock with each client.
• When the client is complete with paperwork, the pens and clipboards used are then sanitized in
preparation for the next use.
• The touchless thermometer is sanitized after each use.
Real Eye Zing Art LLC supports a bully free zone, any bullying of any type will be handled by the school
administrator, following the student conduct procedures and discipline.
Student conduct:
Students are expected to be professional, responsible, self-motivated, and respectful of the facility and other
students. Students are expected to maintain professional boundaries and behavior throughout the program.
The facility is a place of learning, healing, and respect. Professional behavior and ethical standards should be
practiced at all times. Students must respect the privacy of all classmates and clients, use proper draping
techniques, and actively refrain from any behavior that may be construed as harassing.
Possession of weapons, alcohol, and illegal drugs are not allowed on the school property.
An instructor or the director may at any time ask a student to leave the classroom or facility if the student’s
behavior is disruptive or unsafe.
The following is a list of actions that violate the schools code of conduct and may result in disciplinary action
or termination from the program:
• Attending the facility under the influence of drugs or alcohol.
• Sleeping in class.
• Failing to maintain professional boundaries with students, staff, or clients.
• Disruptive actions that may affect the learning environment.
• Sexual harassment or sexually oriented behavior determined unaceptable by the facility or
administration.
• Breach of confidentiality.
• Unprofessional appearance and/or lack of personal hygiene.
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• Violation of Real Eye Zing Art LLC policies.
• Any unsupervised tattooing by the student, especially if performed outside of the school’s facility. (This
action may warrant immediate dismissal from the program)
Discipline:
1. Verbal Warning: Students who violate any of the aforementioned actions may first be given one verbal warning by an instructor or administrator. A written “incident report” will be provided documenting
the specifics of each violation. The student must sign an acknowledgement that they have received a
verbal warning for the behavior(s). Signing the acknowledgement does not indicate agreement with the
content of the warning. Depending on the severity of the violation, a student may receive up to three
verbal warnings for behavior before probation is triggered; each warning will specify the specific changes in student behavior required. Students must acknowledge in writing each verbal warning.
2.

Written Warning: A written warning will be given on the basis of severe violations (actions that are potentially injurious to other students, sexual misconduct, ect.) or subsequent violations of actions for which
the student has already received verbal warning. The student must sign an acknowledgement that they
have received a written warning for the behavior(s). Signing such acknowledgement does not indicate
agreement with the content of the warning. A maximum of three written warnings will be given before a
student is placed on probation.

3.

Probation: Probation may be invoked when a student has received verbal and/or written warning and
the student’s behavior continues to be clearly disruptive to the educational environment of the student
and has put another person at risk of physical or emotional injury. Terms of probation may vary, but will
be specifically clarified in a document the student must sign. Probation may exceed the remaining program length. If a student breaks the terms of probation, he or she will be terminated. A second probation
is grounds for suspension and possible dismissal.

4.

Academic Probation: A student may be placed on academic probation when their performance falls
below a passing grade (78%) in graded courses or does not meet criteria for continuation or advancement. Clear guidelines for improving academic performance and a timeline for meeting them will be
established in conjunction with the student. Probationary terms may include additional required academic tutoring. Any cost associated with tutoring is the students responsibility. All other standards of
performance/behavior still apply during the probationary period. A student who meets all terms of academic probation will be deemed in good standing at the end of the probationary term.

5.

Suspension: Any instructor may temporarily suspend a student from class whose conduct is disruptive,
physically or emotionally dangerous to other students or staff, or is any other way unacceptable to the
academic setting. Suspension is usually, but not necessarily, preceded by probation. The directors will,
within two business days, review cases of students who have been suspended for potential dismissal. If
the student is not dismissed, they are responsible for any instruction and/or assignments missed during
the suspension. Neither suspension nor probation will be shown on a student’s transcript, and adequate
resolution of either action will not impair a student’s ability to maintain satisfactory academic progress.

6. Dismissal: Any student may be dismissed for violation of the policies and procedures as set forth in this
catalog or other publication, for failure to abide by financial commitments, or for unsatisfactory academic progress. The director, after consultation with all parties involved, makes the final decision regarding dismissal. Students who are dismissed are not guaranteed re-admittance. Notification of dismissal
will be sent by certified mail or given in person to the student. Refunds for dismissed students are made
according to the schools refund policy.
Readmission:
Students who voluntarily withdraw from the program while meeting all academic and performance
measures may re-enroll within 18 months. Students who have been involuntarily dismissed for not meeting
financial obligations may re-enroll within 18 months, proving all outstanding financial obligations have been
met. Former students who were terminated for behavioral reasons or for failure to maintain satisfactory
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progress will be determined by the director. The academic director will review readmitted students records
and work with the student to develop a program completion agreement. As with a progress report, failure
to comply with a program completion agreement could result in termination of a readmitted student’s
enrollment. Readmitted students who are subsequently terminated are not eligible for readmission. The
school reserves the right to refuse any student who re-enrolls or is readmitted.
Discrimination:
Real Eye Zing Art LLC will not discriminate against any student on the basis of gender, race, color, religion, sex,
sexual orientation, national origin, marital status, age, or disability. Students are encouraged to first use the
student grievance policy to resolve any perceived discriminatory action by other students, faculty, or staff.
Any person unlawfully discriminated against, as described in ORS 345.240, may file a complaint under ORS
659A.820 with the commissioner of the Bureau of Labor and Industries. Any faculty member or administrator
found to have engaged in discriminatory behavior will be subject to discipline as outlined in the policy
handbook.
Release of Information:
The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) (20 U.S.C. § 1232g; 34 CFR Part 99) is a Federal Law that
protects the privacy of student education records. The law applies to all schools that receive funds under an
applicable program of the U.S. Department of Education.
FERPA gives parents certain rights with respect to their children’s education records. These rights transfer to
the student when he or she reaches the age of 18 or attends a school beyond the high school level. Students
to whom the rights have transferred are “eligible students.”
Parents or eligible students have the right to inspect and revie
w the students education records maintained by the school. Schools are not required to provide copies of
records unless, for reasons such as great distance, it is impossible for parents or eligible students to review
records. Schools may charge a fee for copies.
Parents or eligible students have the right to request that a school correct records which they believe
to be inaccurate or misleading. If the school decides not to amend the record, the parent or eligible student
then has the right to a formal hearing. After the hearing, if the school still decides not to amend the record,
the parent of an eligible student has the right to place a statement with the record setting forth his or her
view about the contested information.
Students may request in writing to review their files, with an appointment to be scheduled within 2 days.
Reasons for release of school records:
• School officials with legitimate educational interest;
• Other schools to which a student is transferring;
• Specified officials for audit or evaluation purposes;
• Appropriate parties in connection with financial aid to a student;
• Organizations conducting certain studies for or on behalf of the school;
• Accrediting organizations;
• To comply with a judicial order or lawfully issued subpoena;
• Appropriate officials in cases of health and safety emergencies
Students may disclose, without consent, “directory” information such as a student’s name, address,
telephone number, date and place of birth, honors and awards, and the dates of attendance. However,
school must tell parents and eligible students about directory information and allow parents and eligible
students a reasonable amount of time to request that the school not disclose directory information about
them. Schools must notify parents and eligible students annually of their rights under FERPA. The actual
means of notification (special letter, inclusion in a PTA bulletin, student handbook, or newspaper article) is left
to the discretion of each school.
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For additional information, you may call 1-800-USA-LEARN (1-800-872-5327) (voice). Individuals who use TDD
may use the Federal Relay Service.
Withdrawal and Refund Policies
Students may cancel their enrollment in writing. Refunds of tuition paid are made according to the
following schedule. Cancellation is effective following the last class attended, or by postmark if written notice
of cancellation is received prior to course onset. If no written notice is received, students will be considered
dismissed from school as of three weeks (21 days) following the last class attended. Refunds are mailed
within 30 days of written notice.
• If enrollment is cancelled within 5 business days: 100% refund, not including $150 registration fee
• If enrollment is cancelled after 5 business days, but prior to onset of program: 100% refund, not including
$150 Registration Fee and $50 Administration Fee.
• If enrollment is cancelled after program has begun: if less than 50% of program has been offered, refund
is prorated determined by percentage of program offered, not including $150 Registration Fee and $50
• Administration Fee; if 50% or more of program has been offered , there is no refund and the student is
responsible for the entire tuition amount as agreed upon in the enrollment contract
• There is no return of books, supplies or other materials. No refunds.
Housing
Real Eye Zing Art LLC does not offer any housing.
Job Placement
Real Eye Zing Art LLC provides the following placement assistance:
• Help with development of their portfolio
• Practice job interview techniques
• When appropriate, letters of recommendation
Leaves of absence:
A request for a leave of absence must be submitted to the school director in writing. The request will state
the reason for the leave of absence and the length of time being requested off. The school may grant
approval at the discretion of the school director when circumstances for the leave are not related to illness,
a death in the family, or an accident. A student on leave is considered enrolled. No charges or fees are
assessed during an authorized leave. Students who do not return to school at the end of the requested leave
time will be withdrawn or dropped from the school.
Schools internal grievance policy:
If a student has an internal grievance, the student shall follow these steps with the intent to reconcile their
concerns in partnership with the school.
1. Students aggrieved by action of the school should attempt to resolve any problem with appropriate
school instructor(s). Should this step fail, the student shall proceed to step number 2.
2. Students shall contact the school director, Dana Lathrope at (503) 396-5018, or via email at
realeyezingart@gmail.com to discuss their concerns. Should this step fail, the student shall proceed to
step number 3.
3. The student shall submit a written internal grievance to the following email: realeyezingart@gmail.com.
This email shall be labeled, “Student Grievance”.
4. Once the school receives the time stamped student grievance form the student, the school will have 15
days to do an investigation and provide the student their time stamped written determination.
5. The school’s determination is final.
Should this procedure fail and the student has exhausted the schools internal grievance policy, the student
may contact:
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The Oregon Higher Education Coordinating Commission
Private Career Schools
Higher Education Coordinating Commission
3225 25th Street SE, Salem, Oregon, 97302
Phone: (503) 947-5716
After consultation with the appropriate commission staff and if the complaint alleges a violation of Oregon
Revised Statutes 345.010 to 345.470 or standards of Oregon Administrative Rules 715-045-0001 through 715045-0210, the Commission will begin the complaint investigation process as defined in OAR 715-045-0023
Appeals and Complaints.
The recourse available to students who believe they have been discriminated against, including this
statement: “Any person unlawfully discriminated against, as described in ORS 345.240, may file a complaint
under ORS 659A.820 with the Commissioner of the Bureau of Labor and Industries.” AND a statement that the
schools policies governing employees will be enforced in situations where instructional staff or other school
personnel have been found to have engaged in discriminatory behavior.
Oregon Tattoo and Licensing Board
Oregon Health Licensing Agency (OHLA) is located at 700 Summer St. NE, Suite 320, Salem, Oregon 97301-1287.
They can also be reached at 503-378-8667 or ohla.info@state.or.us. The Board administers the examinations
that a candidate must pass to become a licenced Tattoo Artist. All exams are administered throughout the
year.
Oregon Higher Education Coordinating Commission:
Real Eye Zing Art LLC is a licenced private career school. Its licence was issued by
The Oregon Higher Education Coordinating Commission
Private Career Schools
Higher Education Coordinating Commission
3225 25th Street SE, Salem, Oregon, 97302
Phone: (503) 947-5716
Real Eye Zing Art LLC Ownership, Licensing, Certification, and Approval Information:
Owner: Dana Lathrope
Body Art Facility License: BAP-FA-10203385
Body Art Licence: BAP-TA-10180910
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Real Eye Zing Art LLC. Tattoo School
Enrollment Agreement
First Name

Middle Name

Last Name

Date of Birth (MM/DD/YYYY)

Age

Email Address

Phone Number

Street Address

Street Address Line 1
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State/Province

City

Gender

Postal/Zip Cide

Are you Hispanic of Latino?

Male

Yes

Female

No

Other

Decline to Answer

Decline to Answer
Race

Of what country are you a citizen?

American Indian/Alaskan Native
Asian
Black
Hawaiin Native.Other Pacific Islander
White
Other
Decline to Answer
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Real Eye Zing Art LLC. Tattoo School
Enrollment Agreement
Payment Details:
Total Tuition due prior to beginning tattooing procedures
• $150 Registration Fee
• $50 Application fee
• $2,000 Deposit
• $8,000 Total Tuition (see payment options below)
Total Tuition, Application, and Registration Cost: $8,200
Payment Options:
• All Fees and $2,000 Deposit are due at time of Enrollment.
• Payment option 1:
- Remainder of tuition paid in FULL prior to start of program, or by the end of the first week.
• Payment option 2:
- Monthly Payments of $2,000, paid on the 1st of each month, until remaining balance is paid in FULL.
• Payment option 3:
- $500 weekly payments, made by Friday of each week.
• For Part time students only:
- $500 payments due at the START of each program section.
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TOTAL TUITION must be paid IN FULL prior to starting practice tattoos on clients.

m
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Refund Policy:
Students may cancel their enrollment in writing. Refunds of tuition paid are made according to the following
schedule. Cancellation is effective following the last class attended, or by postmark if written notice of
cancellation is received prior to course onset. If no written notice is received, students will be considered
dismissed from school as of two weeks (14 days) following the last class attended. Refunds are mailed within
30 days of written notice. Refunds for textbooks are only made for books not yet purchased for the student.
The student is entitled to receive any textbooks that have been purchased on his/her behalf.
• If enrollment is cancelled within 5 business days: 100% refund
• If enrollment is cancelled after 5 business days, but prior to onset of program: 100% refund, not including
$150 Registration Fee
• If enrollment is cancelled after program has begun: if less than 50% of program has been offered, refund
is prorated determined by percentage of program offered, not including $150 Registration Fee; if 50% or
more of program has been offered , there is no refund and the student is responsible for the entire tuition
amount as agreed upon in the enrollment contract
• There is no return of books, supplies or other materials. No refunds.
Attendance Policy:
Students are required to attend the facility in accordance with the contracted hours as identified on the
student enrollment agreement. Students are expected to attend from the date of enrollment through
graduation in accordance with the program requirements and the enrollment agreement.
• Full Time Students are expected to be present in the facility for a minimum of 6 hours per day,
4 days a week.
• Part Time Students are expected to be present in the facility for a minimum of 6 hours per day,
1 day a week.
• Schedule can be flexible and must be agreed upon with the instructor.
• Course consists of 410 hours (260 Theory, 150 practical).
• Course hours must be completed during Real Eye Zing Art’s hours of operation
11am-7pm Tuesday-Saturday
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Real Eye Zing Art LLC. Tattoo School
Enrollment Agreement
Academic Performance:
You will demonstrate your competencies by a variety of methods. There will be testing, written assignments,
drawing assignments, demonstration/simulation under direct observation using an objective scoring guide
and discussions. Grading in the progress report is based on five components, and is given as Pass/Fail:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Clinical Assessment
Ethics
Professional Development
Completion of Assignments
Test score of 78% or higher

The requirements for a passing grade are clearly identified in each course’s lesson plan. There are no
remedial courses in the curriculum. Students who withdraw from a course receive a “W” on their transcripts,
along with their grade/status at the time of withdrawal. If a student fails a class, takes it again, and passes,
both grades will appear on the students transcripts.
Behavior Standards:
Students are expected to be professional, responsible, self-motivated, and respectful of the facility and other
students. Students are expected to maintain professional boundaries and behavior throughout the program.
The facility is a place of learning, healing, and respect. Professional behavior and ethical standards should be
practiced at all times. Students must respect the privacy of all classmates, use proper draping techniques,
and actively refrain from any behavior that may be construed as harassing.
Possession of weapons, alcohol, and illegal drugs are not allowed on the school property.
An instructor or the director may at any time ask a student to leave the classroom or facility if the student’s
behavior is disruptive or unsafe.
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The following is a list of actions that violate the schools code of conduct and may result in disciplinary action
or termination of the program:
• Attending the facility under the influence of drugs or alcohol.
• Sleeping in class.
• Failing to maintain professional boundaries with students, staff, or clients.
• Disruptive actions that may affect the learning environment.
• Sexual harassment or sexually oriented behavior determined unacceptable by the facility or
administration.
• Breach of confidentiality.
• Unprofessional appearance and/or lack of personal hygiene.
• Violation of Real Eye Zing Art, LLC policies.
• Any unsupervised tattooing by the student, especially if performed outside of the school’s facility.
(This action may warrant immediate dismissal from the program)
Enrollment:
Once a student is admitted, enrollment is on a first-come, first-served basis, guaranteed by submitting a
signed enrollment agreement along with a $150 registration fee, tuition deposit of $2,000, and the following
documents:
•
•

Proof of HBV Vaccine or Signed Declination
Official transcripts;
- High School, or
- GED and transcript of High School/ College courses taken
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Real Eye Zing Art LLC. Tattoo School
Enrollment Agreement
Enrollment will continue until classes are full. Students who are accepted for enrollment after the available
openings are filled will be placed on a waiting list and will be given preferential listing for subsequent
sessions. The Director will consider enrollment on an individual basis.
Enrollment in the course begins at date and time of signing, and continues until course hours are completed,
student withdraws, or is officially dismissed.
By signing below, I acknowledge the agreement stated in this form, I also confirm that the information I have
provided on this form is true and accurate to the best of my abilities.

Signature of Student

Signature of Director

Date (MM/DD/YYYY)
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Date (MM/DD/YYYY)

Student will receive copy of this signed document.
School will keep original copy.

Real Eye Zing Art, LLC | 203 S. 1st. St., St. Helens, OR 97051 | 503-396-5018
realeyezingart@gmail.com | realeyezingart.com
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real eye zing art
Student Attendance Sheet

Name:

Date

Time In

Time Out

Student Sign

Instructor Sign

Topics Covered
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Real Eye Zing Art, LLC | 203 S. 1st. St., St. Helens, OR 97051 | 503-396-5018
realeyezingart@gmail.com | realeyezingart.com
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Student
Name:

progress
Checklist

Instructor
Name:

SECTION ONE:
INTRODUCTION
DOCUMENT REVIEW

P/F

Student
Initials

Instructor
Initials

Instructor Notes

Date

ADEQUATELY CLEANS
QUIZ: Intro to Tattoo
School
REPORT: Why I want to
be a tattoo artist.
FULL COLOR FLASH: 3+
designs, YOUR CHOICE
COMPLETED HOURS: 10
Students will be expected to participate in daily cleaning from this point forward
SECTION TWO:
HISTORY OF
TATTOOING
DOCUMENT REVIEW

P/F

Instructor
Initials

Student
Initials

Instructor
Initials

e
l
p

Instructor Notes

Date

Instructor Notes

Date

m
a
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QUIZ: History of
Tattooing
REPORT: Containing
elements from all
included section
topics
FULL COLOR FLASH: 3+
designs, TRIBAL
COMPLETED HOURS: 10

SECTION THREE: RULES
AND REGULATIONS
DOCUMENT REVIEW

Student
Initials

P/F

QUIZ: Rules and
Regulations
REPORT: Obtaining an
Oregon Tattoo
License
FULL COLOR FLASH: 3+
designs, law & justice
COMPLETED HOURS: 20
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SECTION FOUR:
BUSINESS

P/F

Student
Initials

Instructor
Initials

Instructor Notes

Date

P/F

Student
Initials

Instructor
Initials

Instructor Notes

Date

DOCUMENT REVIEW
QUIZ: Business
REPORT: 5 year goal
and plan of action
FULL COLOR FLASH: 3+
designs, LOGO
COMPLETED HOURS: 40

SECTION FIVE:
SAFETY/INFECTION
CONTROL
DOCUMENT REVIEW
QUIZ: safety/infection
control
REPORT: Disinfectants;
types, uses, and dry
times
HANDWASHING CHECK
OFF
SET-UP/ BREAKDOWN
OF STATION
FULL COLOR FLASH: 3+
designs, SAFETY SIGNS
COMPLETED HOURS: 40
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Students can now Set up and Break down tattoo stations
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SECTION SIX: CLIENT
SERVICES
DOCUMENT REVIEW

P/F

Student
Initials

Instructor
Initials

Instructor Notes

Date

COMPLETE CLIENT
PAPERWORK
CREATE/APPLY TATTOO
STENCIL
QUIZ: Client Services
REPORT: Create your
own aftercare
instructions; give
verbally
FULL COLOR FLASH: 3+
designs, YOUR CHOICE
COMPLETED HOURS: 20
Students may now assist with client paperwork and application of stencil
SECTION SEVEN:
MACHINES
DOCUMENT REVIEW
QUIZ: Machines
REPORT: Compare the
differences between
coil and rotary
machines
ART: Full color Flash
(3+ designs) Tattoo
Machines
COMPLETED HOURS: 20

P/F

Student
Initials

Instructor
Initials

Instructor Notes

e
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Date

SECTION EIGHT:
NEEDLES
DOCUMENT REVIEW

P/F

Student
Initials

Instructor
Initials

Instructor Notes

Date

P/F

Student
Initials

Instructor
Initials

Instructor Notes

Date

QUIZ: Needles
REPORT: Describe
what needles you
would use for this
weeks art
assignment.
ART: Design one large
tattoo of your choice.
COMPLETED HOURS: 20

SECTION NINE:
EQUIPMENT AND
SUPPLIES
DOCUMENT REVIEW
QUIZ: Equipment and
Supplies
REPORT: Describe
what supplies would
be required for
starting out as a new
tattoo artist
ART: Full color flash
(3+ Designs) - Items
in a tattoo shop with
an artistic twist.
COMPLETED HOURS: 20
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SECTION TEN: SKIN

P/F

Student
Initials

Instructor
Initials

P/F

Student
Initials

Instructor
Initials

DOCUMENT REVIEW

Instructor Notes

Date

QUIZ: Skin
REPORT: Describe a
blow out, what it is,
what causes it, and
how to avoid it.
ART: Full page, full
color, anatomy of
skin, with labeled
parts.
PRACTICE TATTOO:
Straight & curved
lines, different line
widths
COMPLETED HOURS: 20

SECTION ELEVEN:
BACTERIOLOGY
DOCUMENT REVIEW
QUIZ: Bacteriology
REPORT: How are
spores formed and
how do we kill them?
FULL COLOR FLASH: 3+
designs. Bacteria
PRACTICE TATTOO:
Shading
COMPLETED HOURS: 10
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Instructor Notes

Date

SECTION TWELVE:
PIGMENTS AND
COLOR THEORY
DOCUMENT REVIEW

P/F

Student
Initials

Instructor
Initials

Instructor Notes

Date

P/F

Student
Initials

Instructor
Initials

Instructor Notes

Date

QUIZ: Pigments and
color theory
REPORT: Factors you
would take when
tattooing color onto
varying skin tones
ART: Painting of your
choice, acrylic on
canvas, min 8”x10”
PRACTICE TATTOO: Full
color Piece
COMPLETED HOURS: 10

SECTION THIRTEEN:
TATTOO STYLES,
DESIGNS, &
PLACEMENT
DOCUMENT REVIEW
QUIZ: Tattoo Styles,
Designs, & Placement
REPORT: Identify 3
standard rules
regarding tattoo
placement
FULL COLOR FLASH: 3+
designs, AMERICAN
TRADITIONAL
PRACTICE TATTOO:
Stipple Shade with
bold linework
COMPLETED HOURS: 10
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SECTION FOURTEEN:
DISCRETIONARY
HOURS
TOPICS COVERED:

P/F

Student
Initials

Instructor
Initials

Instructor Notes

Date

HOURS:
TOPICS COVERED:
HOURS:
TOPICS COVERED:
HOURS:
TOPICS COVERED:
HOURS:
TOPICS COVERED:

e
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HOURS:
COMPLETED HOURS: 10

OTHER TRAINING

P/F

CPR/FIRST AID
TRAINING: PASSED
BLOODBORNE
PATHOGEN TRAINING:
PASSED
ALL EXAMS/QUIZZES:
PASSED WITH 78% OR
HIGHER
SUBMITTED ALL
REQUIRED ARTWORK
AND PRACTICE SKIN
TATTOOS

m
a
s

Student
Initials

Instructor
Initials

Instructor Notes

Date

I ____________________________ have completed the progress checklist, and I am confident that I am able
to start tattooing on clients.
I ____________________________ certify that __________________________ has completed all training, and I
am confident that they are ready to start tattooing on clients.
STUDENT SIGN __________________________________

DATE:__________________

INSTRUCTOR SIGN________________________________

DATE:___________________

Real Eye Zing Art, LLC | 203 S. 1st. St., St. Helens, OR 97051 | 503-396-5018
realeyezingart@gmail.com | realeyezingart.com
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tattoo
check off

Student
Name:
Required Tattoo Components and Locations
Must be completed as part of the 50 completed practice tattoo procedures.
*Additional practice tattoo procedures allowed in order to complete all requirements
Mark off when completed successfully.

Tattoo Components:
Linework: Tattoo number___
Script/Lettering: Tattoo number___
Silhouette/Black fill: Tattoo number___
Shading: Tattoo number___
Stipple Shading: Tattoo number___
Solid Color Fill: Tattoo number___

e
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Blended/Shaded color: Tattoo number___
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Locations:

Forearm (outside): Tattoo number___
Forearm (inside): Tattoo number___

Upper arm (outside): Tattoo number___
Upper arm (inside): Tattoo number___
Lower leg/calf: Tattoo number___
Thigh: Tattoo number___
Back/Shoulder: Tattoo number___
Neck: Tattoo number___
Hand: Tattoo number___
Foot: Tattoo number___
Fingers: Tattoo number___
Sternum/chest: Tattoo number___
Stomach: Tattoo number___
Face (optional): Tattoo number___

Real Eye Zing Art, LLC | 203 S. 1st. St., St. Helens, OR 97051 | 503-396-5018
realeyezingart@gmail.com | realeyezingart.com
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practice tattoos

Student Name:
#

Date

Description

Instructor Signature

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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10
11
12
13
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14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
29
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practice tattoos continued

Student Name:
#

Date

Description

Instructor Signature

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
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39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
30
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Tattoo Evaluation Form

Student Name

Date of Tattoo

Tattoo # (out of 50)

Time in:
Time out:
Total Hours:
Tattoo design (please describe what the tattoo is)

What needles where used for this tattoo?
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What pigments where used for this tattoo?

Artist feedback/remarks:

Instructor feedback/remarks:

Real Eye Zing Art, LLC | 203 S. 1st. St., St. Helens, OR 97051 | 503-396-5018
realeyezingart@gmail.com | realeyezingart.com
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Disciplinary Action Form
Student Name

Date of Incident (MM/DD/YYYY)

Infraction:

Annotation of infraction:
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Sanction:
Verbal Warning
Written Warning

m
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Probation – Length

Days / Weeks

Suspension – Length

Days / Weeks

Dismissal

Measures of Improvement:

Signature of Student

Date of Incident (MM/DD/YYYY)

Signature of Director

Date of Incident (MM/DD/YYYY)

Real Eye Zing Art, LLC | 203 S. 1st. St., St. Helens, OR 97051 | 503-396-5018
realeyezingart@gmail.com | realeyezingart.com
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203 South 1st Street
St Helens, OR
503-396-5018
realeyezingart@gmail.com
Open Tuesday-Saturday 11am-7pm

